Modern software systems should be designed to dynamically adapt to changing user requirements or resource constraints. Deltaoriented programming (DOP) is a compositional approach to flexibly implement software product lines. In DOP, a product line is represented by a code base and a product line declaration. The code base consists of a set of delta modules specifying modifications to object-oriented programs. The product line declaration provides the connection of the delta modules with the product features and describes how the product for a particular feature configuration is generated. DOP has so far only been used for static variability. In this paper, we present dynamic DOP, an extension of DOP that supports changing the feature configuration of a product at runtime. A dynamic DOP product line is a standard DOP product line with a reconfiguration automaton that specifies how to switch between different feature configurations. The type system of our dynamic DOP language ensures that any reconfiguration leads to a type safe product. Dynamic DOP is an approach for realizing dynamic product lines which also supports (unanticipated) software evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Modern software systems exist in many different variants in order to adapt to changing user requirements, different application contexts or varying resource constraints. Not all functionality that a software system may require during its operation can be foreseen in advance when the system is compiled or deployed. Thus, software systems have to be designed to adapt their behavior to changing environment conditions on demand. Software product line engineering [18] is an industrial-scale approach for developing diverse software systems. Until recently, software product line engineering approaches have only focussed on binding variability at compiletime or build-time. In contrast, dynamic software product lines [9] support runtime adaptability of variable software systems.
Delta-oriented programming (DOP) [20, 22] is a compositional approach for implementing software product lines and can be seen as an extension of feature-oriented programming [5] . The implementation of a product line in DOP is organized into a code base and a product line declaration. The code base consists of a set of the delta modules that comprise modifications of object-oriented programs. The product line declaration provides the connection between the delta modules and the variabilities of the products defined in terms of product features [14] . A product for a particular feature configuration is obtained by applying the relevant delta modules incrementally to the empty product. Until now, DOP was designed only to model static variability. The feature selection and the resulting functionality of a generated product remained fixed during its complete lifetime. However, in order to dynamically adapt product functionality at runtime, it should be possible to dynamically change the feature configuration of a product. Furthermore, evolution of product lines by adding or removing features and by updating implementations of existing features should be supported when new requirements arise.
In this paper, we present dynamic delta-oriented programming, an extension of DOP, as a flexible approach to realize dynamic software product lines. A dynamic DOP SPL consists of a code base, a product line declaration and a reconfiguration automaton. The code base and the product line declaration of a dynamic DOP product line are exactly as in DOP. Additionally, a dynamic DOP product line comprises a reconfiguration automaton that specifies how to switch between different feature configurations. In order to guarantee that the product will behave consistently with respect to the new feature configuration after reconfiguration, the runtime environment for dynamic DOP automatically checks whether a reconfiguration is safe. Additionally, it updates existing objects allocated on the heap if the layout of the respective classes is changed during a reconfiguration without requiring to halt the running system. A type system for dynamic DOP SPLs statically ensures that any safe reconfiguration leads to a type safe product.
The code base and the product line declaration of dynamic DOP SPL can be implemented by the same development techniques as a standard DOP SPL. Even existing static DOP SPLs can reused and enhanced with runtime variability via the addition of the reconfiguration automaton. In addition to runtime reconfiguration, dynamic DOP supports evolution of product lines. If the currently running feature configuration is preserved in the evolved product line, new feature configurations can simply be added and existing feature configurations can be removed at runtime. Also, existing implementations of features provided by specific delta modules can be modified dynamically.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present DOP which serves as foundation for this paper. In Section 3, we describe dynamic DOP. In Section 4, we demonstrate how dynamic DOP supports runtime evolution. Section 5 reviews related work, and Section 6 concludes by summarizing the paper and outlining some directions for future work.
DELTA-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
In order to illustrate delta-oriented programming, we introduce, as an example, a simple product line of bank accounts, that we will call the Account PL. The example aims at illustrating the constructs of DELTAJ, a delta-oriented programming language for product lines of JAVA programs introduced in [22, 21, 20] , rather than at providing a realistic product line case study. The products in the Account PL can be described by the features Basic, Bonus and Personal. The feature Basic is a mandatory feature comprising the fundamental functionality of a bank account. This includes updating the balance of the account and deducting the transaction fee. The feature Bonus is optional. It resembles a savings account where half of the money that is put into the account is saved as a bonus. The feature Personal for storing the owner of the account is optional and requires the presence of the feature Bonus since only bonus accounts may be personalized. Figure 1 shows the feature model of the Account PL.
In the following, to simplify the presentation, we give names to some feature configurations. Let BasicAccount denote the configuration containing only the feature Basic, let BonusAccount denote the configuration containing the features Basic and Bonus, and let PersonalAccount denote the configuration containing the features Basic, Bonus and Personal.
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Delta Modules
The main concept of DOP are delta modules which are containers of modifications to an object-oriented program. The modifications may add, remove or modify classes. Modifying a class means to change the super class, to add or to remove fields or methods or to modify methods. The modification of a method can either replace the method body by another implementation, or wrap the existing method using the original construct (similar to the Super construct in AHEAD [5] ). The call original(· · · ) expresses a call to the method with the same name before the modifications and is bound at the time the product is generated. Before or after the call original(· · · ), other statements can be introduced wrapping the existing method implementation.
Listing 1 illustrates the delta modules that are necessary to represent the features of the bank account product line described by the feature model in Figure 1 . The delta module DBasic implements the Basic feature by adding a class account containing a balance field and a fee, an update method and a setFee method to set the amount of the transaction fee. The delta module DBonus implements the Bonus feature and modifies the class Account by adding a bonus field for storing the bonus and an addBonus method for manipulating the bonus field. Additionally, the update method is modified to save the bonus before updating the balance of the account. The delta module DPersonal adds a class Person to represent the owner of the account and modifies the class Account by introducing a reference to the owner. 
Delta-oriented Product Lines
A delta-oriented product line consists of a code base and a product line declaration. The code base consists of a set of delta modules, while the product line declaration creates the connection to the product line variability specified in terms of product features. The product line declaration for the Account PL is shown in Listing 2. It, first, lists the features of the product line. Then, the set of valid feature configurations corresponding to the products of the product line is represented by a propositional formula over the set of features. Any occurrence of a feature name in the propositional formula evaluates to true when the feature is selected and to false otherwise. Valid feature configurations are those that satisfy the formula. We refer to [4] for a discussion on other possible representations. Feature interactions can be handled by providing a specific delta module for resolving the conflict between the interacting delta modules [7] .
For each delta module, an application condition is specified which determines for which feature configurations the delta module has to be applied. In the examples, the application condition is represented by a propositional formula over the set of features, given in a when clause. Since only feature configurations that are valid according to the feature model are used for product generation, the application conditions are understood as a conjunction with the formula describing the set of valid feature configurations. Furthermore, in the product line declaration, an application order of the delta modules is defined by providing a total order on a partition of the set of delta modules. The order is defined by a list of partitions where each partition is made up by a set of delta modules enclosed in square brackets. Delta modules in the same partition can be applied in any order to the previous product, but the order of the partitions is fixed. The ordering captures semantic requiresrelations that are necessary for the applicability of the modifications in the delta modules. 
Product Generation
The (compile-time) generation of a product for a given feature configuration consists of two steps, performed automatically: (i) Find all delta modules with a valid application condition; and (ii) Apply the selected delta modules in any linear ordering that respects the total order on the partition of the delta modules -the selected delta modules in the first set of the partition are applied to the empty product, the selected delta modules in the second set of the partition are applied to the outcome of the application of the selected delta modules in the first set, and so on. The delta modules in the same set of the partition may be applied in any order.
The modifications described by a delta module are applicable to a (possibly empty) product if each class to be removed or modified exists and, for every modified class, if each method or field to be removed exists, if each method to be modified exists and has the same signature as the modified method, and if each class, method or field to be added does not exist. During the generation of a product, every selected delta module must be applicable. Otherwise, the generation of the product fails. In particular, the first delta module that is applied can only contain additions.
Listing 3 depicts the PersonalAccount that is generated when the Basic, Bonus and Personal features are selected. In class Account, the new method update$DBonus has been introduced to capture the original call. The method has the same body as the version of the method update introduced in the delta module DBasic, and it is called by the modified version of the method update. More details on the original construct can be found in [22, 21] .
Unambiguity and Type-Safety
If two delta modules add, remove or modify the same class, changing the ordering in which the delta modules are applied may change the resulting product. Therefore, it is essential to guarantee the unambiguity of the product line which means that for every valid feature configuration at most one product is generated. A sufficient (and easily checkable) condition for unambiguity is strong unambiguity. Strong unambiguity requires that the delta modules in each set of the partition in the product line declaration are consistent, that is, if one delta module in a set adds or removes a class, no other delta module in the same set may add, remove or modify the same class, and the modifications of the same class in different delta modules in the same set have to be disjoint. A DELTAJ product line is type safe if it is strongly unambiguous, all the selected delta modules are applicable, and all the generated products are well-typed programs according to the JAVA type system. In previous work [21] , we introduced IF∆J, a minimal core calculus for DELTAJ (in the spirit of FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA [12] ). We presented a constraint-based type system that allows analyzing each delta module in isolation and showed that, by combining the analysis results for the delta modules with the product line declaration, it is possible to establish whether the product line is type safe. All DOP product lines considered in this paper are type safe.
RUNTIME RECONFIGURATION
In this section, we illustrate the main concepts of dynamic DOP using the programming language DYNAMICDELTAJ, the dynamic extension of DELTAJ. In order to illustrate dynamic DOP, we extend the Account PL example introduced in Section 2 by turning it into a product line for managed accounts, called Managed Account PL. A managed account is an account that can only manipulated through a controller that reads commands from an input stream. This example aims at illustrating the dynamic DOP approach, rather than at providing a realistic case study.
The feature model of the Managed Account PL is the same of the Account PL (see Figure 1 ). Listing 4 shows the additional delta modules for realizing managed accounts. The delta module DBasicControl introduces the new classes Main and Controller. In the main method of the Main class, a new account and a new controller for the management of the account are created. The class Controller takes care of reading commands from the input stream and checking that they are admissible. In the BasicAccount and BonusAccount versions, the only possible commands are update and setFee. The delta module DPersonalController modifies the Controller class such that also the command setOwner is accepted which is required for PersonalAccounts. The product line declaration for the Managed Account PL is shown in Listing 5.
The product for the BasicAccount of the Managed Account PL that is generated by delta module application is depicted in Listing 6. The reconfigure keyword represents the possibility of changing the active feature configuration of the running product to another features configuration. We explain this form of runtime reconfiguration in dynamic DOP in detail in this section.
Dynamic Delta-Oriented Product Lines
A dynamic delta-oriented product line consist of a code base, a product line declaration, and a reconfiguration automaton. The code base and the product line declaration are the same as in a static delta-oriented product line (cf. Section 2.2). The only difference is Listing 4: Additional delta modules for the Managed Account PL that the code of the products in dynamic DOP may contain occurrences of the reconfigure keyword.
The reconfigure keyword denotes the possibility to change the feature configuration realized by the currently running product to another feature configuration. We say that two feature configurationsφ andψ are adjacent to mean that it is possible change the current feature configuration fromφ toψ. The reconfiguration automaton specifies the adjacency relation between the feature configurations.
Changing the feature configuration means that a different set of delta modules is applied to obtain the implementation for the new feature configuration. Hence, classes can be added, removed or modified where modifications can include the addition, removal or modification of methods and the addition and removal of fields. For runtime reconfiguration, the most problematic operation is the addition and removal of fields since this may alter the layout of object instances that are allocated on the heap. If a field is added or removed in a transition from one feature configuration to another, all objects that are instances of the modified class need to be updated. In order to avoid halting the system completely during reconfiguration, the heap is updated lazily. This means that, a queue of pending reconfiguration operations is maintained and the heap is partitioned in regions. If there are n pending operations, then there have not yet been reconfigured, the 2-nd region contains object that have passed the first pending operation, and so on. The last region contains the objects that have passed all pending operations. When the 1st-region becomes empty, it is destroyed and the first pending operation is removed from the queue. Whenever the running product requires accessing an object that is not in the last region, the update of the object is completed and the object is moved in the last region (which may in turn imply the update of other objects). Moreover, the DYNAMICDELTAJ runtime environment may execute the heap reconfiguration in the background (like the garbage collector).
In order to take care of the heap update, the reconfiguration automaton specifies a reconfiguration transition for each pair of adjacent configurations. A reconfiguration transition is a sequence of reconfiguration clauses. Each reconfiguration clause describes how to transform an object of class C in configurationφ into an object of class C in configurationψ by specifying the update instructions to be executed before and after changing the layout of the object. A reconfiguration transition must contain a reconfiguration clause for each reconfigured class (that is, for each class where the fields or the methods have changed). A class C is affected by the reconfiguration transition RT if either C is removed or RT contains a reconfiguration clause for C.
The reconfiguration automaton can be represented as a direct graph where the nodes are the configurations, the arcs represents the adjacency relation, and each arc is labelled by a reconfiguration transition. Listing 7 shows the reconfiguration automaton for the Managed Account PL (cf. its graphical illustration in Figure 2) . The update instructions to be executed before changing the layout of the object are those listed after the keyword pre, while the instructions to be executed after changing the layout of the object are listed after the keyword post. The reconfiguration clause Controller { } in the the last two reconfiguration transitions in Listing 7 is required to make explicit that, although the layout of the object of class Controller is unchanged, the class is affected, since the code of some of its methods is changed. In order to avoid inconsistent behavior after reconfiguration, a switch to an adjacent configuration in the reconfiguration automaton is enabled only if all methods that are currently executing are invoked on objects belonging to classes that are not affected by the reconfiguration. The DYNAMICDELTAJ type system ensures that the declaration and the code base are type safe (cf. Section 2.4) and that the update instruction in the reconfiguration automaton are type safe (that is, all accessed fields exist, all fields introduced by the reconfiguration are initialized with a value of the correct type, etc.). 1 In this paper, all dynamic DOP product lines are type safe. A core calculus for DYNAMICDELTAJ is currently under development based on the IF∆J calculus for DOP [21] . The new calculus includes a type system for reconfiguration automata and an operational semantics modelling run-time reconfigurations. In the new type system, code base and product line declaration typing are mostly unchanged from IF∆J.
DYNAMICDELTAJ Operational Semantics
In the section, we outline the DYNAMICDELTAJ runtime environment and operational semantics. The feature configuration of the running product is stored in an environment variable called CurrentConfiguration. An occurrence of the reconfigure keyword represents the possibility of changing the current configuration of the running product to another configuration that is provided in another environment variable, called NextConfiguration, whose value may be changed at run-time by external sources. 2 When the control flow reaches a reconfigure keyword, the environment variable NextConfiguration is inspected and a proper reconfiguration action is taken according to the reconfiguration automaton (cf. Section 3.1). The following cases may occur:
1. The value of NextConfiguration is the same of CurrentConfiguration. Then the reconfigure keyword has no effect, and the execution of the program continues.
2. The value of NextConfiguration is different from the value of CurrentConfiguration, and the reconfiguration from CurrentConfiguration to NextConfiguration is enabled (cf. Section 3.1). Then, the feature configuration of the running product is changed to NextConfiguration. That is, the code of the product is changed, and the objects of the heap that are instances of the classes that are affected by the reconfiguration are modified according to the reconfiguration clauses (cf. Section 3.1).
3. Otherwise, the execution is blocked until NextConfiguration is set to a value that matches with case 1 or 2.
As an example, assume that in the Managed Account PL the system is started running the BasicAccount (cf. Listing 6). That is, CurrentConfiguration is set to BasicAccount and the expression new Main().main() is executed. When the control flow reaches the reconfigure keyword in the body of the method main of class Main, the current configuration is BasicAccount and the only enabled transition is the one leading to BonusAccount. This reconfiguration is possible, since according to the reconfiguration automaton depicted in Figure 2 and in Listing 7, the class Main is not affected by the reconfiguration transition fromBasicAccount to BonusAccount. If the environment variable NextConfiguration is set to BasicAccount, no reconfiguration takes place. If the environment variable NextConfiguration is set to BonusAccount, the running product is reconfigured from BasicAccount to BonusAccount. Otherwise, the execution is blocked until NextConfiguration is set to either BasicAccount or BonusAccount. Now assume that the execution continues without changing the configuration. When the control flow reaches the reconfigure keyword in the body of the method run of class Controller for the first time, again the current configuration is BasicAccount and the only enabled transition leads to BonusAccount. According to the reconfiguration automaton (cf. Figure 2 and Listing 7), the class Main and the class Controller are not affected by the reconfiguration transition from BasicAccount to BonusAccount. Assume that the value of NextConfiguration is BonusAccount, so that the running feature configuration is changed to BonusAccount. When the control flow reaches the reconfigure keyword in the body of the method run of class Controller for the second time, the only enabled configuration is BasicAccount, since the method run of class Controller is running and reconfiguring to PersonalAccount would affect class Controller. If a command that is not admissible is encountered in the input stream, the method run terminates, such that control flow reaches the reconfigure keyword for the second time in the body of the method main of class Main. The current configuration is now BonusAccount. Both configurations BasicAccount and PersonalAccount are enabled, since the reconfiguration transitions do not affect the Main class.
EVOLVING DYNAMIC DOP SPL
In this section, we outline how dynamic DOP supports (unanticipated) run-time evolution of product lines in two ways: (i) A dynamic DOP product line can evolve by adding new products and modifying or removing existing products (different from the currently running product), which implies the addition and removal of delta modules and changes to the product line declaration and the reconfiguration automaton; and (ii) delta modules can be altered to alter the currently running product.
As an example for the first scenario, consider the Managed Account PL introduced in Section 3. Assume that a new product CorporateAccount, which can be described as BonusAccount without fees, should be introduced. Adding this product to the product line is challenging, since the Managed Account PL has been designed without foreseeing the possibility of having an account without fees. In particular, the deduction of transaction fees is build into the Basic feature.
A possible way to evolve the Managed Account PL to include the new product CoorporateAccount is to add a feature NoFee to the feature model of the product line. The feature model of the Evolved Managed Account PL is shown in Figure 3 . The feature configuration for the CorporateAccount consists of the features Basic, Bonus and NoFee. In order to evolve the Managed Account PL a developer may perform the following steps: (i) Add to the code base the delta modules for removing the deduction of fees from the Account and Controller classes (illustrated in Listing 8); (ii) Modify the product line declaration to specify that the delta modules for removing fees are applied when the NoFee feature is selected (the resulting declaration is shown in Listing 9); and (iii) Modify the reconfiguration automation to specify that a BonusAccount can be reconfigured to a CoorporateAccount (the resulting reconfiguration automaton is illustrated in Figure 4) .
The evolution of a dynamic DOP product line is safe at runtime (which means that it does not interfere with the behavior of the currently running product) if the feature configuration of the currently running product is preserved by the change. A feature configuration is preserved if: (i) the configuration is valid in both the product lines, and (ii) the configuration selects the same delta modules (in the same order) in both the product lines.
In our example, it is possible to add the delta modules for the CorporateAccount and to make the changes to the product line declaration and the reconfiguration automaton in any of the feature configurations of the previous version of the Managed Account PL. For instance, assume that the Managed Account PL is running in the configuration BonusAccount. Since the feature configuration BonusAccount is preserved, it is possible to evolve the product line by adding the delta module DNoFee and by replacing the product line declaration and the reconfiguration automaton. Subsequently, when the current configuration is BonusAccount and the control flow reaches the keyword reconfigure in the method main of class Main, the enabled configurations will be BasicAccount and CorporateAccount.
Basic
Bonus Personal The second evolution scenario is to alter delta modules of a dynamic DOP product line to alter the currently running product. This evolution step is safe if the delta modules to be changed are in fact used by the current feature configuration, but are currently inactive. A delta module is inactive if all currently existing objects are instances of classes whose implementation does not depend on the delta module. 3 Any inactive delta module can be updated without interfering with the behavior of the currently running product. 3 For simplicity, we do not consider static methods, so the assump- In the example, consider the case that the Evolved Managed Account PL is running in the feature configuration BasicAccount and the control flow reaches the keyword reconfigure in the method main of class Main. The delta modules used by the product BasicAccount are DBasic (in Listing 1) and DBasicControl (in Listing 4). But when control is in the method main, the delta module DBasicControl is not active. Therefore, it is possible to modify the Evolved Managed Account PL to extract the deduction of fees into a separate delta module using the following steps: (i) Replace the delta module DBasicControl in Figure 4 by the two delta modules in Figure 10 where the delta module DBasicFeeControl takes care of receiving the setFee command; (ii) Remove the delta module DNoFeeControl in Figure 8 which is no longer necessary; and (iii) Replace the product line declaration with the declaration in Figure 11 such that the new delta modules introduced in the first step are applied.
RELATED WORK
DOP [20, 22] is an extension of feature-oriented programming (FOP) [5] . In [20] , the general ideas of DOP are presented and compared to FOP. The presentation in [20] uses the notion of a core product, that is a designated product of the product line and the starting point of product generation. In [22] , the notion of the core product is dropped such that product generation only relies on delta modules. This makes DOP even more flexible to support reactive, proactive and extractive product line engineering [17] and allows a direct embedding of FOP into DOP. DOP and FOP are compositional approaches [15] for implementing SPLs in which code fragments are associated to product features and assembled to implement a particular feature configuration.
Reconfiguration in product lines can be considered at different levels. White et al. [23] reason about the reconfiguration of feature selections on the level of feature models. On the implementation level, flexible feature binding [19] in FOP allows selecting features statically at compile-time or dynamically at build-time. Feature modules are composed statically using superimposition or dynamically using the decoration pattern. In order to improve efficiency, dynamically bound feature modules are combined into tion that a delta module is not active implies that no code from the delta module is running. [16] supports weaving of advice at compile-time or at load-time. Aspects only intercept methods and do not add or remove existing fields such that heap updates are not necessary when aspects are added or removed at runtime. Thus, dynamic DOP supports more flexible changes of functionality at runtime. Furthermore, there is no direct connection between aspects and product features which is in contrast to (dynamic) DOP.
In the object-oriented programming paradigm, there are several approaches to modify the functionality of objects at runtime. Incomplete objects [6] are objects which are missing the implementation of certain methods. These methods are provided at runtime by a composition with other (incomplete) objects. In ObjectTeams/Java [10] , objects can be assigned different roles at runtime such that the behavior may change dynamically. In the programming language gbeta [8] , classes can be composed dynamically or objects can be specialized by assigning another class to it at runtime. Dynamic classes [13] perform run-time updates of object-oriented systems by adding or refining classes (in a type-safe manner) or by removing redundant program parts. Context-oriented programming [11] allows defining several layers of behavior which can be switched on or off dynamically at runtime in order to adapt the system functionality to the current context. Although, the above approaches could be used to implement dynamic software product lines, neither of these approaches relates the changes in the altered functionalities to product features. Dynamic DOP, however, combines an established software product line engineering approach with the capability to switch between different feature configurations and to evolve the supported feature configurations at runtime.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Dynamic DOP is an extension of DOP to support runtime reconfiguration and dynamic evolution of product lines. For a previous version of DOP [20] , a prototypical implementation exists. Implementation and tool support for the current version of DOP [22] and for dynamic DOP are planned. As an alternative to product generation (cf. Section 2.3), a direct semantics for DELTAJ may be considered. Therefore, DELTAJ has to be equipped with a runtime that, given a valid feature configuration, executes the corresponding product by relying only on (a suitable representation of) the delta modules without generating the actual product implementations. Although the information collected by the constraint-based type system (cf. Section 2.4) can be used to speed up method lookup, we expect that executing a product using the direct semantics would be slower that relying on the code of the generated product. A direct semantics would smoothly integrate with the runtime reconfiguration mechanism proposed in this paper and should reduce the reconfiguration time. In this perspective, the direct semantics could be enhanced by a just-in-time product generation mechanism.
A formalization of dynamic DOP and of the direct semantics is currently under development based on the core calculus for DOP IF∆J [21] . We are also working on the formalization of a variant of dynamic DOP where reconfigurations are triggered asynchronously by external sources. Besides typing, we are also planning to consider further semantic product properties. While this paper presents the conceptual ideas of dynamic DOP, in future work, we would like to evaluate the performance and scalability of dynamic DOP using larger case examples, e.g., by turning existing DOP product lines [20] into dynamic DOP product lines, by adding the respective reconfiguration automata. Since DOP is an extension of FOP, the proposed mechanism for runtime adaptation and dynamic evolution of product lines can also be applied to FOP product lines, by extending the formalization of FFJ PL [1] along the lines described in this paper.
